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Overview 

Problems with health care quality, access, and costs bedevil all countries. This course focuses on the 

creation of global business innovations in health care that can better meet these needs. At its end, you 

should understand the opportunities for different kinds of health care innovations and how to create viable 

business models to meet them. 

 

Career Focus 

For those interested in entrepreneurial health care management, consulting, or investing. 

 

Educational Objectives 

Innovating in Health Care (IHC) enables students to craft business models that attain alignment between 

an entrepreneurial health care venture and the Six Factors that shape this sector - Financing, Structure, 

Public Policy, Consumers, Technology, and Accountability. Innovating in Health Care covers these issues 

in every part of the sector, including insurance, services, IT, medical devices, biotechnology, diagnostics, 

and pharmaceuticals. Its focus is global. 

 

Content and Organization 

IHC enables students to judge the alignment with the Six Factors that critically shape new health care 

ventures–Financing, Structure, Public Policy, Consumers, Technology, and Accountability–and their 

impact on business models for three different kinds of innovations: consumer-focused, technology-driven, 

and integrations which create scale.  

 

The course proceeds from an introduction to this framework to a module which discusses each of the Six 

Factors in detail, through case studies of the business models of firms that succeeded or floundered in 

their alignment with some of the Six Factors.  

 

For example, one section focuses on how the Financing factor affects new ventures, i.e., how do 

innovators get paid? This section first develops an understanding of the global public/private health 

insurance sector and, then, on delineating the mechanisms used by insurers/consumers/employers to 

determine how much they will pay for an innovation, through discussions of case studies of 

entrepreneurial health insurance firms and the payment issues facing medical technology and health 

services firms.  

 

It is accompanied by case studies of the business models of entrepreneurial health insurance firms—an 

integrator (Anthem) and entrepreneurial firms which newly offered HMOs (THG); high-deductible 

insurance (Consumer-Driven Health Care: Medtronic); payment for self-care in the U.S. and South Africa 

(Vitality); and longer-term and vertically integrated health care in Brazil (OdontoPrev, Amil). The case on 

Aon Hewitt’s exchange describes a new distribution mechanism for health insurance. The "Note on 

Health Insurance Coverage, Coding, and Payment" then explains how these processes operate for various 

types of medical technology products and related service providers. 

 

Subsequent sections focus on the remaining Factors, entirely taught through case studies of 

entrepreneurial firms.  The course concludes with a series of capstone cases on entrepreneurial health care 

ventures that applies the framework for Innovating Health Care used throughout the course. 
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Business Plan Requirements  

The final submission will be a business plan for a health care innovation which addresses the following 

topics: 

 

 The Opportunity: what is the opportunity, what type of innovation is it, what is the target 

market? 

 The Business Model:  Is this a product or service, how will it be sold or distributed, what is the 

value to the customer, price and COGS, required investment, and likely cash flow (return to 

investors)? 

 Six Factors Alignment: Where the alignment is poor, please address remedies, if any. 

 Market Data: Market size, competitors, strategic positioning? 

 The Team: Who is leading this effort (or who should be) and their relevant experience? 

 Finally, after your investigation, would you invest in this opportunity (either financially or with 

you time), or would you pass? 

 

In presenting this plan, it is more important to show the depth of your research than 

to provide a cursory overview of the plan.  For example, if there are several potential 

indications or markets, be sure to address at least the most promising indication or 

market in depth and offer the potential for additional indications or markets. At this 

preliminary stage, it may be difficult to have robust financial projections for your 

business plan.  However, please include at least a preliminary estimate of investment 

requirements and uses of funds, and preliminary projected 5 year cash flows for the 

firm. 

 

A PowerPoint presentation is preferred (up to 20 slides including tables) but you may use any 

presentation format. If you write a report, it should be no longer than 1,500 words with a maximum of 

four exhibits of one page each. All data must be fully cited. All files should be labeled with only the 

business plan name and date, with only the cover page containing the names of team members. 

 

Business plans due by 12 noon via an email to Frank Malafronte on April 28, 2017.  Late submissions 

will not be considered. 

 

Grading 
Students are expected to attend every class unless excused in advance in writing by Prof. Herzlinger. 

Class participation will account for a significant percentage of the grade, and the business plan will 

account for the remainder.  

 

Appointments/Correspondences 

Meetings with Prof. Herzlinger can be made through her faculty assistant, Frank Malafronte, via email 

fmalafronte@hbs.edu or phone 617.495.6647.  Meetings with Steve Bonner can be arranged directly with 

Steve at steve.b.bonner@gmail.com.  Appointments are made on a first come, first serve basis. All 

appointments require a resume and an agenda two business days prior to the meeting or they will be 

cancelled. Please cc fmalafronte@hbs.edu on all class emails.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:fmalafronte@hbs.edu
mailto:fmalafronte@hbs.edu
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Innovating in Health Care 
italics= material distributed in class  

 

 

I. Introduction to the Six Factors and Business Model 

Frameworks 

 
1/24/17  

Battle of the Bulge: Private and Public Solutions to the Problem of Obesity – 304009 (Rev. 

November 2016) 

Supplement to “Battle of the Bulge: Private and Public Solutions to the Problem of Obesity” – 

N1-313037 

Innovating in Health Care—Framework – 314017 (Rev. July 2015) 

Field Study Seminar: Innovating in Health Care 

 

Assignment:  

 

1. Characterize the following dietary programs into one of the three types of innovations:  

consumer, technology, and integrator.   

 GRAPHIC A 

Three Types of Health Care Innovations: Consumer-centered; Technology; Integrator 

Dietary Program Consumer Technology Integrator 
       
 Food programs 
 Drugs 

   

 Dr. Ornish’s plan    

 Hospital-based bariatric surgery  

 Forest Bariatric Centers  

   

 Incentive programs 

 Medical/nutritional counseling  

   

       

 

2. In each dietary program category, where is the best and worst alignment with Six Factors 

of the Structure, Financing, Consumers, Accountability, Technology, and Public Policy?1 

 

3. Which will be the most successful as a business and why? 

 

4. What generalizations can you draw about the most important characteristics of the 

business models for each of the three types of dietary program innovations? 

 

                                                           
1 See Regina E. Herzlinger’s “Innovating in Health Care—Framework,” HBS No. 314-017 (Boston: Harvard Business School 
Publishing, 2015) contained a description of these six factors. 
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5. What advice do you have for Dr. Ornish’s business model for Lifestyle Advantage, on the 

basis of your answers to the questions above? 

 

6. Generalize your conclusions to identify the one obesity approach most likely to do good 

(benefit society); do well (become a profitable business); and to do both. 

 

 

1/26/17 

CVI Ingenuity (A) – 315045 (Rev. December 2016) 

CVI Ingenuity (B) – N9-315-087 

Guest: Duke Rohlen* 

 

Assignment: 

 
1. Conduct a Six Factors analysis of CVI. What are its strongest and weakest alignments with 

the Factors of Public Policy, Accountability, Structure, Financing, Technology, and 

Consumers?23  

2. Use the “Checklist of the Elements for the Business Models” in the Innovating in Health Care 
– Framework note to evaluate Duke’s business model, including his fast follower strategy and 
his decisions to assign two jobs to each employee, involve Covidien as an investor and key 
supplier, and to conduct his own PMA research, and recommend improvements, if needed.  
Note that similar devices were priced at about $1,500.  

Checklist of the Elements for the Business Model of Innovative Health Care Ventures  

  

1. Caveats 

Life Is Not Literature 

Basic Is Beautiful 

Beware of True Believers 

2. What Am I? 

    The Three Types of New Health Care Ventures 

3. Six Factors Alignment 
 
4. Strategic Market Assessment 

Obtaining Market Information 

Converting Research Findings into a Marketing Plan 

                                                           

2 See Regina E. Herzlinger’s “Innovating in Health Care—Framework,” HBS No. 314-017 (Boston: Harvard Business School 
Publishing, 2014) contained a description of these six factors. 

3 See Regina E. Herzlinger’s “Evaluating the Commercial Viability of New Health Care Technologies,” HBS No. 313-070 (Boston: 
Harvard Business School Publishing, 2015) 
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Competitive Strategy 

5.  Financial Viability 

Break-even Volume 

Market Share Analysis 

6. Valuation Analyses 

Cash Flows 

Required Rates of Return 

Terminal Value 

Exit Value Analysis 

7. Sustainability 

Revenues 

Costs 

Management 

Financial Risk 

8. Managerial Assessments 

Fit of Managerial Skills and Opportunity 

“Wannabes” versus “Experienced” Managers 

9. Societal Impact 

10. Technological Risk Assessmentsa 

1. Understanding the “Black Box” 

2. Depth of Research 

3. Downside Risks 

4. Financial Considerations 

5. Regulatory Issues 

6. Potential Competition from Other Technologies 

7. Likelihood of a Patent 

8. Production Considerations 

 

Source:Casewriter. 
a For more information, see Regina E. Herzlinger “Evaluating the Commercial Viability of New Health Care Technologies,” HBS 

Case No. 313-070, Rev. 2014 (Boston: Harvard Business School Publishing, 2014). 
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2/1/17  

PAREXEL International Corp.: Stages of Innovation – 314056 (Rev. August 2014)  

Guest: Mark Rooney* 

 

Assignment: 

 

1. What category of innovation is Perceptive: consumer-facing; integrator; a technology?  

 

2. How well is PAREXEL’s technology unit aligned with the Six Factors that affect health 

care innovations?  

 

3. Delineate how PAREXEL adapted its business model in response to changes in the Six 

Factors. Recommend changes, if needed, to this strategy for the future. 

 

In considering your responses, please note that: 

 

 Perceptive Informatics was, at its founding, partially owned by Joe and the other 

executives  

 Mark Goldberg, MD, its president, prior to joining PAREXEL, served as President and 

Director of WorldCare, Inc., a telehealth spin-off from Massachusetts General Hospital 

(MGH) that he helped found.  Dr. Goldberg holds a degree in Computer Science and 

Engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.), and an M.D. from 

the University of Massachusetts Medical School. He completed residency training in 

Diagnostic Radiology at MGH, where he also served as Chief Resident as well as a staff 

radiologist. 

 

 

BUSINESS PLAN OUTLINE DUE  

BY MIDNIGHT ON FEBRUARY 1 
 

Prepare a business plan outline, which employs the IHC Framework, to explore an 

entrepreneurial business opportunity in health care. Some ideas for projects are posted on the 

course platform but you may devise your own project as well.  

 

Prepare an outline of how you plan to research your business plan idea for an innovation in health 

care, its alignment with the Six Factors, and the resulting business model and submit to Frank 

Malafronte fmalafronte@hbs.edu.  Prof. Herzlinger, Steve Bonner, and Jim Wallace will work 

with you and your teammates (if any) on it throughout the course. The final presentation is due, 

via email, on April 28, 2017 by 12noon.  Late submissions will not be accepted.    

 

Your business plan outline should cover your plans for researching the following topics: 

 

 The type of opportunity  

 Your plans for researching the market, including contacting potential customers, 

distributors. 

 Six Factors alignment  

 The business model, including market size, financials, and competitive strategy (see * 

below for additional details)  

mailto:fmalafronte@hbs.edu
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 Next steps for completing the plan with a timeline for major work objectives. 

 

Prof. Herzlinger and Steve Bonner will be happy to help you reach firms/individuals that can help 

you in your research.  If you want their assistance, please, as early as possible: 

 

 Draft introductory letters which are specific about your needs and timing 

 Specify that you will reach out to them ,rather than waiting for them to contact you  

 Send with email of addressees to them with your resume(s) 

 Send a separate package of letter, email address, and resume for each addressee 
 

BUSINESS PLAN CONSIDERATIONS 
 

*1. Caveats 

Life Is Not Literature 

Basic Is Beautiful 

Beware of True Believers 

2. What Am I? 

The Three Types of New Health Care Ventures 

 

3. Six Factor Alignment 

4. Strategic Market Assessment 

Obtaining Market Information 

Converting Research Findings into a Marketing Plan 

Competitive Strategy 

4.  Financial Viability 

Break-even Volume 

Market Share Analysis 

5. Valuation Analyses 

Cash Flows 

Required Rates of Return 

Terminal Value 

Exit Value Analysis 

6. Sustainability 

Revenues 

Management 

Costs 

Financial Risk 

7. Managerial Assessments 

Fit of Managerial Skills and Opportunity 

“Wannabes” versus “Experienced” Managers 

8. Societal Impact 
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II. Six Factors and Business Models 
 

Financing, Public Policy 
 

 

2/2/17 

THG Management Services – 197011 (Rev. July 2014) 

Note on Managed Care Reimbursement of Health Care Providers: Case-Based, Per Diem, 

and Capitation Payments – 194141 (Rev. August 2014)  

 

Assignment: 

 

For case questions 1, 2, 7, and 8, read “Note on Managed Care Reimbursement of Health 

Providers”. 

 

1. What are the different models of managed care organizations? 

 

2. What are the roles of Medicaid and Medicare in financing the U.S. health care sector?   

 

3. How well aligned are the following types of managed care organizations (MCOs) with the 

Six Factors of structure, financing, accountability, consumers, technology, and public policy?  

 

 Commercial 
MCO 

Medicaid 
MCO 

Medicare 
MCO 

    
Managed through an AMC or provider 

sponsor such as a union 
   

    
Owned    

 

 

4. How do the medical and administrative expenses as a percentage of revenues differ for a 

managed care organization when it manages and when it owns risk, in the first and fifth year 

of the inception of the managed care organization?  For example, is the medical loss ratio 

larger or smaller as a percentage of revenues for a managed care organization that owns risk 

in the first year than for one that manages risk?  In the fifth year?  What about the profits and 

return on equity? 

 

5. Given your answers above, prioritize how Tom and Randy should allocate $80 million in 

administrative expenses to the functions listed below in Years 1 and 5, where 1 = top priority, 

2 = least. 

 

Administrative Priorities Year 1 Year 5 

   

a) Human 

Resources/Administration 

  

b) MIS   
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Administrative Priorities Year 1 Year 5 

c) Physician Relations   

d) Physician Contracting   

e) Commercial Marketing   

f) Claims Payment   

g) Member Services   

h) Quality Assurance   

i) Medical Management   

j) Communications   

   

 

6. Recommend a plan of action for Tom and Randy’s expansion options. 

 

7. a)  What kind of innovation is THG? 

b)  What are its biggest pros and cons in the alignment with the Six Factors? 

c)  What are the implications of the Six Factors analysis for THG’s business model? 

d)  Evaluate the viability of THG. 

 

8. What are the implications of the issues in this case for those interested in innovating in health 

care services?  Insurance?  Technology? 

 

 

 

2/3/17 

Anthem – 307051 (Rev. December 2016)  

Guest: Mario Schlosser* 

 

Assignment: 

 

1. What kind of innovation is Anthem: consumer-facing; integrator; a technology?  

 

2. What are the biggest pros and cons in your Six Factors analysis (impact of the factors of 

Structure, Financing, Accountability, Public Policy, and Consumers) of Anthem and why? 

 

3. What are the distinctions among these Anthem lines of business? Which is the most and least 

profitable? Which has the best and worst prospects and why? 

Customer Segment 
Large Group (including FEP) 

Small Group 

National Accounts 

Blue Card 

Senior: Medicare + Choice, Medicare Supplementary 

State-sponsored (Medicaid) 

Limited Benefit and Specialty Segment  

 

Risk-Based Programs 
Commercial 

Medicare 

Medicaid 
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Administrative Services Only (ASO)   
 

4. What impact does health care reform have on Anthem?  

 

5. What is the greatest concern in your evaluation of Anthem’s business model? The 

greatest plus? Why?  

 

 

2/8/17 

Consumer-Driven Health Care: Medtronic's Health Insurance Options –302006 (Rev. July 

2014) 

Note on Health Savings Accounts, Flexible Spending Accounts, and Health Reimbursement 

Account Vendors” – 307034 (Rev. August 2014) 

Supplement to “Consumer-Driven Health Care: Medtronic's Health Insurance Options” – 

305087 

Guest: Tony Miller 

 

Assignment:  
 

Dave Ness must resolve these issues before the Executive Committee meeting next week, when 

he would present his recommendation on the health care plans. To help him,  

1. Conduct a Six Factors analysis of Medtronic (i.e. its alignment with the Structure, 

Financing, Consumers, Technology, Public Policy, and Accountability of the U.S. health 

care system). What are the implications of your analysis for David Ness’ decision?  

2. What kind of innovation is Definity: consumer-facing, integrator, or technology? 

3. Use the detailed explanation of benefits in Exhibit 1 and the analysis of the changes 

caused by consumer-driven plans in Exhibit 2 to evaluate the pros and cons of the three 

health plan options from Judith Barnes’ point of view. 

4. Evaluate Definity and BHCAG—the other consumer-driven health care venture that might 

meet the company’s needs in terms of their alignment with the Six Factors, business 

models, and viability.   

5. Prepare a recommendation for Dave Ness. 

 

 

2/9/17 

The Vitality Group: Paying for Self-Care – 310071 (Rev. March 2014) 

Supplement to “The Vitality Group” – 311103 

Optional case: Bonitas – 314070 (January 2015) 

 

Vitality Assignment: 

 

1. What kind of innovation is Vitality—integrator; consumer-facing; technology? 

2. How well does the Vitality program align with the Six Factors of Structure, Financing, 

Consumers, Technology, Public Policy, and Accountability in the U.S.? 

3. On the basis of your Six Factors analysis and the other data in the case, which 

business model should Vitality pursue and why? 
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Optional Bonitas Assignment: 

 

Prof. Herzlinger welcomes your email regarding the assignment questions in Bonitas by end 

of day 3/8/17.  This is not for extra credit but for those of you interested in providing health 

insurance for low income people. 

 

1.   Analyze the impact of the Six Factors on Bonitas.  

 

2.   Recommend a strategy for them.   

 

2/16/17 

OdontoPrev – 314038 (Rev: May 2014) 

OdontoPrev (B) – 315125 

 

Assignment: 

 

1. What category of innovation is OdontoPrev – consumer-facing; integrator; technology? 

2. Evaluate OdontoPrev’s alignment with the Six Factors and business model elements in 

the different stages of its growth. 

3. Should OdontoPrev enter Mexico, Argentina, Chile, or expand its Brazilian operations?  

 

2/17/17 

Aon Hewitt's Private Health Insurance Exchange – 314037  

Guest: Steve Kraus* 

 

Assignment: 

 

1. What kind of innovation is the Aon Hewitt Corporate Health Exchange? How do the 

Six Factors align with it? 

2. Please evaluate the Six Factors alignment and business models of Aon Hewitt’s 

competitors in the exchange space, including public exchanges.  

3. In light of your analyses of the Six Factors and the business models in the exchange 

space, please evaluate the specific aspects of the Aon Hewitt business model below and 

recommend changes if needed: 

 Was a multi-carrier exchange, an Expedia of health insurance, the right decision? 

Would Aon Hewitt be better served partnering with individual insurers to provide 

single carrier tailored platforms?  

 What criteria should Ken use to select the insurers featured on the Exchange? 

 Should Ken’s team focus on engaging small, medium, or large employers?  

 Should the Exchange focus on individuals instead? 

 Should it offer “risk” or “self-insured” products? 
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 What skills should Aon Hewitt offer to help employers adopt defined 

contributions? 

 Should Aon Hewitt charge insurer commissions based on a flat fee or percentage 

model? Could it charge employers to participate on the Exchange? 

 

2/23/16 

Amil and the Health Care System in Brazil – 312029 (Rev. July 2014) 

Note on Bundled Payment in Health Care – 312032  

Supplement to “Amil and the Health Care System in Brazil” –314048 

 

Assignment: 

 

1. What kind of innovation is Amil: consumer-facing, integrator, or technology? 

 

2. Analyze Amil’s alignment with the Six Factors of structure, financing, consumers, public 

policy, accountability, and technology, and recommend changes, if needed. 

 

3. Evaluate Amil’s business model in light of your analysis of its alignment with Six 

Factors. 

 

           In theory, the possibility of a vertical operation seemed a panacea. It would enable 

economies of scale, enhanced quality levels, processes streamlined, and costs well defined 

across the entire value chain. In practical terms, however, a vertically integrated organization 

could generate asymmetries and conflict of interests. Please evaluate Amil’s ability to attain 

these goals and recommend changes, if needed. 

 

4. On the basis for your analysis, should Edson Bueno proceed with the acquisition of 

Samcil and/or Lincx and why? 

 

5. Which of the following insurance companies does the most “good”? Does the most “well” 

in business terms? Does the best in both “good” and “well”? 

 
THG Anthem Definity Amil Vitality Bonitas OdontoPrev 

Does 

Good? 

       

Does 

Well? 

       

Does 

Both? 

       

 

 

 

 

2/24/17  
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Note on Health Insurance Coverage, Coding, and Payment – 313042 (Rev. December 

2016)  

Guests: Jo Ellen Slurzberg and Brian Carey 

 

Assignment: 

 

1. Make sure you understand the activities required to achieve coverage, coding, and 

payment for medical technologies. 

 

Coverage 

Site of care 

Public payer 

National coverage decision 

Local coverage decision 

Private payer 

Pharmacoeconomics 

Cost-utility analysis 

QALY 

 

 

Coding 

Product 

Diagnostic 

Procedure 

 

Payment 

Medicare Prospective Payment: inpatient, outpatient, long-term care facilities 

Disease management and “value” programs 

Physician payment systems 

Laboratory payment systems 

Physician Administered Drugs 

Exceptions made for new technologies—”pass-through” payments and “carve-

outs” 

Accountable Care and Bundled Payment 

 

4. Define the managerial process for activities related to reimbursement, including the 

role of CMS, the FDA, and/or the American Medical Association (as needed). 

 

5. Evaluate the manufacturer’s strategy for introducing IDET. 

 

6. On a scale of 1 to 3, determine the least influential payer (1), moderately influential 

payer (2), and most influential payer (3) driving coverage and payment across 

Medicare, third-party private payers, VA/DOD, workers’ compensation, and 

Medicaid for each of the following innovations and why they play that role. 

 

 An implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD), a cardiovascular medical device 

used in a hospital in a surgical procedure 

 Intradiscal electrothermal therapy, a surgical procedure performed in the (a) 

hospital outpatient facility, (b) physician’s office, or (c) ambulatory surgical 

center  
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 A bioengineered skin-graft product used to treat full and partial thickness burns 

and scar contracture, administered in the inpatient and outpatient hospital setting 

 H. pylori breath test, a diagnostic test for testing the presence of H. pylori, a 

bacterium shown to cause gastric and duodenal ulcers, that is used in the (a) 

physician’s office, (b) clinical laboratory, and (c) hospital lab and requires the 

purchase of capital equipment to perform the analysis 

 

7. Delineate the coverage, coding, and/or payment problems that the manufacturers of 

each of the medical technologies above encountered and specify how they could 

have mitigated them. 

 

 

 

III. Structure, Accountability, Public Policy 

 
 

3/1/17 

Health Stop (A): Strategy—185084 (Rev. August 2015) 

Guest: Dr. Troyen Brennan, CMO CVS Health 

 

Assignment:  

 

1. What kind of innovation is Health Stop: consumer-facing, integrator, or technology? 

2. How well aligned is Health Stop with the Six Factors of structure, financing, 

consumers, accountability, technology, and public policy?  

3. Delineate and evaluate the Health Stop business model in comparison to the others 

described in the case.  

4. Evaluate the company’s viability, using the following criteria: 

1. Caveats 

Life Is Not Literature 

Basic Is Beautiful 

Beware of True Believers 

2. What Am I? 

The Three Types of New Health Care Ventures 

 

5. Strategic Market Assessment 

Competitive Strategy 

4.  Financial Viability 

Break-even Volume 

Market Share Analysis 

5. Valuation Analyses 

Cash Flows 

Required Rates of Return 
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Terminal Value 

Exit Value Analysis 

6. Sustainability 

Revenues 

Management 

Costs 

Financial Risk 

7. Managerial Assessments 

Fit of Managerial Skills and Opportunity 

“Wannabes” versus “Experienced” Managers 

8. Societal Impact 

 

6. What advice do you have for the Health Stop’s managers and why? 

7. What generalizations can you reach about the impact of the Six Factors on the business 

model for this kind of health care innovation? 

For background reading only: 

Health Stop (B): The Medical Offices –196051 (Rev. July 2014) 

Assignment:  

 

1. Outline the characteristics of the Health Stop business model for dimensions such as the 

organizational structure, quality control systems, training and staffing, compensation and 

reporting, and operational management systems.  

 

2. Evaluate the impact of these characteristics on the quality, volume and efficiency of 

Health Stop’s operations. Suggest specific improvements if you think they’re warranted. 

Analyze specifically patient flow and physician capacity utilization.  

 

3. What is the effect of the description of the management skills on your assessment of the 

company’s viability?  

 

4. Should Health Stop pursue the HMO idea, or some other strategic decision? Why?  

 

 

3/2/17 

Hospital for Special Surgery (A) – 315012 (Rev. September 2015) 

 The Global Sight Network Initiative – 311034 (Rev. February 2014) 

 Note on Bundled Payment in Health Care – 312032 (Rev. August 2014) 

SEVA current work: https://youtu.be/UiZLgR8fIOk 

Guest: Louis Shapiro  

 

Assignment: 

 

https://youtu.be/UiZLgR8fIOk
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1. Conduct a Six Factors analysis of Hospital for Special Surgery (HSS) —structure, 

finance, technology, accountability, consumers, and public policy—and delineate its 

business model. Use these analyses to inform your answer to the following questions: 

 

 Which alternative should HSS adopt to disseminate its system of care and 

why?  

a) A consulting business? 

b) A hospital management business? 

c) A chain of orthopedic hospitals? 

d) Opportunistic, ad hoc, consulting? 

e) Joint ventures with hospitals like Tenet? Local hospitals?  International 

hospitals? 

f) Joint ventures with Seva? 

g) None of the above, maintain status quo. 

 

If you chose A–E, specify if the activity should be for-profit or not-for-profit. 

 

 

3/3/17 

Hub and Spoke, Health Care Global, and Additional Focused Factory Models for 

Cancer Care– 313030 (Rev. August 2015) 

Health Care Accountability: Examples in Cancer Treatment - 314109 

Optional:  

Note on Bundled Payment in Health Care – 312032 

Guest: Edward Benz, Jr, MD  

 

Assignment: 

 

1. Conduct a Six Factors and business model analysis of HCG, Salick Cancer Care, CTCA, 

and Dana Farber, and compare their relative strengths and weaknesses. The chart below 

provides a comparison of some of the business model elements of all the focused 

factories described.  

2. Informed by the analysis, what recommendations do you have for Dr. Ajaikumar for: 

(a) expansion in India?; (b) expansion in Africa? 

 

 HCG CTCA Salick Dana-Farber 
      

Value 

Proposition 

Vertical 

integration, scale, 

high-technology 

Focused care 

centers for 

cancer: 

“Mother’s 

Standard of 

care” 

Focused 

factory, scale, 

implant within 

non-profit 

teaching 

hospitals 

High quality of 

outcomes, 

academic/research 

focus 

Organization 

Type 

For-profit For-profit For-profit Non-profit 

 

JV vs.  

Standalone 

 

Largely 

standalone; some 

 

Standalone 

  

JVs with multi-

specialty hospitals 
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JV’s in small 

towns  
JVs with 

teaching 

hospitals 

 

Patient 

Breakdown 

 

All socio-

economic 

backgrounds 

 

Largely 

affluent 

 

Captive from 

partner 

hospitals 

 

~30-35% second 

opinion 

 

Revenue  

Structure 

 

Patient revenue 

 

Patient revenue 

 

Outpatient 

revenues, 

revenue share 

with hospitals 

 

Outpatient 

revenue, research 

grants, and 

fundraising 

 

Reimbursement 

 

40% insured; 

bundling 

 

Fixed price 

treatment 

innovation 

 

Mix of fee-for 

service and 

bundling 

 

Mix of fee-for-

service and 

bundling 

Cost Structure Benefits of scale 

and central 

procurement 

High cost per 

patient 

Benefits of 

scale and 

central 

procurement 

High research 

costs 

Funding  

Structure 

PE, physician 

owned 

Privately 

owned 

Corporate 

ownership 

Capital costs often 

shared with JV 

partners 

HR Attracts doctors 

and nurses 

specialized in 

cancer 

Promotes 

personal 

relationships 

and high 

quality 

Nursing staff 

specialized in 

cancer 

Attracts doctors 

focused on 

research 

Management Hierarchical Lean structure 

based on 6-

sigma certified 

methodology 

Dr. Salick’s  

second  

business 

venture 

Complex due to 

multiple missions 

Marketing Referrals from 

smaller hospitals, 

word-of-mouth, 

walk-ins, and 

specialists. 

Largely 

referrals from 

partners 

Captive 

customer base 

Referrals from 

partner hospitals 

and specialist / 

primary care 

physicians 

Employee 

Ownership 

Yes—doctor 

ownership 

 No No 

 

Patient 

Empowerment 

 

Awareness 

camps, Starting 

outcomes 

reporting 

 

High Patient centric 

design 

Patient-family 

advisory councils 
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Expansion— Leased and 

owned  

Owned  Owned on 

hospital  

grounds  

Owned and 

franchised  

Expansion—

Geographic 

India and 

Emerging 

Markets 

U.S. U.S. Boston/ 

Massachusetts 

area 
      

 

 

 

3/9/17 

Acibadem – 315120 (Rev: May 2015) 

 

Assignment:  

 

1.  Evaluate Acibadem’s alignment with the Six Factors and recommend changes if needed/  

 

2.  Evaluate Acibadem’s business model, including the following issues: 

a. Instead of finding a strategic partner to help grow the company, he went public in    

2000. 

b. He seemed to make management decisions as if he were the sole owner, yet 

Abraaj Capital held an equal share of Acibadem 

c. He decided to diversify into insurance and non-strategic areas such as catering 

and laundry 

 

 

3/10/17 

La Ribera  - 315006 (Rev: December 2014) 

Guest: Alberto de Rosa Torner 
 

Assignment: 

 

1. Evaluate the Six Factors alignment and business model of La Ribera model and of the 

three options it is considering.  

 

2. Recommend its next steps. 

 

 

3/22/17 

Hebrew Senior Life (HSL) - 317038 

Guest: Lou Woolf 

 

Assignment: 

 
1. Analyze the alignment of HSL and the Six Factors of Structure, Financing, 

Accountability, Public Policy, Technology, and Consumers for each of the following 

options. 

 

a. Expansion in the U.S. 

b. Expansion of Vitalize 360 
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c. Expansion into China 

d. Expansion of Continuing Care at Home 

 

2. Prioritize these four growth options for HSL and identify the critical aspects of a 

business plan for each of them.  

 

 

3/23/17 

MedVal Ventures – 308087 (Rev. August 2014) 

Note on Medical Travel – 308084 (Rev. August 2012) 

 

Assignment: 

 

1. Conduct a Six Factors analysis of the impact of structure, financing, technology, public 

policy, accountability, and consumers on MedVal business proposition. Please review 

the types and frequency of U.S. surgical procedures in the Appendix in your analysis. 

2.     What advice do you have for the MedVal team in light of our analysis? 

3. Which of the firms below does the most good? Does the best as a business?  Does   the 

best as both? 

 
 

CTCA 

 

HealthStop 

 

HSS 

Health 

Care 

Global 

Minute 
Clinic 

Dana 
Farber 

Iora 
One 

Medical 
HSL Fortis 

Acibade
m 

MedVal 

 

La 

Ribera 

Do 

good? 

 
 

  
  

   
 

   

Do 

well? 

 
 

  
  

   
 

   

Do 

good/do 

well? 

 

 

  

  

   

 

   

 

IV. Technology, Public Policy 

 
3/24/17 

Emdeon’s Acquisition of Change Healthcare:  Innovating Transparency Solutions for 

Health Care Consumers - 316026  

Guest:  Doug Ghertner 
 

Assignment: 

1. Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of Emdeon's/Change's alignment with the Six 

Factors.    

 

2. Use this analysis to inform your decision about Change's organizational location 

 

3/29/17 

McKesson – 312002 (Rev. August 2014) 

Guests: John Hamergren  
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Assignment: 

1. What kind of innovation is USON-a consumer –facing, integrator, or technology 

innovation? 

 

2. Evaluate McKesson’s alignment with the Six Factors of structure, financing, technology, 

public policy, accountability, and consumers. 

 

3. Evaluate McKesson’s plans to offer support to primary care physicians, 

gastroenterologists, orthopedic surgeons, and/or rheumatologists. Which, if any, of these 

should the firm target and what services should it offer? 

 

4. If needed, recommend the changes needed in McKesson’s organizational structure and 

product/service offerings so it can most readily succeed in these new markets. 

 

 

4/5/17 

AxSys - 314041 (Rev: March 2016) 

Regina Herzlinger, “Applying KISS to Healthcare Information Technology”, Computer: 

Innovative Technology for Computer Professionals, with Margo Seltzer and Mark Gaynor, 

November 2013  

Health Information Exchanges – 314040 (Rev. August 2014) 

Population Health Management - Techniques and Tools – 314041 (Rev. August 2014) 

Guests:  Dr. / Prof. Isaac Kohane 

 

Assignment: 

 

1. What category of innovation is AxSys – consumer-facing; integrator; technology? 

 

2. Structurally, how does Excelicare align or compete with the following different IT 

architectures/services:  a personal health record, an electronic health record, a health 

information exchange, and a data warehouse?  

 

3. Evaluate AxSys’s alignment with the Six Factors influencing organizations of its kind 

and its business model. 

 

4. What decision should it make about building an analytic capability? 

 

 

4/6/17 

Reinventing Brainlab – 313069 (Rev. March 2014) 

Note on Radiation Therapy, Stereotaxis, and Stereotactic Radiosurgery – 313073 (Rev. 

August 2014) 

Evaluating the Commercial Viability of New Health Care Technologies – 313070 (Rev. 

March 2014) 

Reinventing Brainlab (B) – 314054 (Rev. Feb 2014). 

Guests: Stefan Vilsmeier via Skype 
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Assignment: 

 

1. Evaluate Brainlab’s technology using the Technology Risk Assessment Framework:  

 

a) Understand the Black Box 

b) Depth of Research 

c) Downside Risks 

d) Financial Considerations 

e) Regulatory Issues 

f) Potential Competition from Other Technologies 

g) Likelihood of Obtaining a Patent 

h) Production Considerations 

 

2. What are the strengths and weakness of the business model of each strategic choice 

facing Brainlab?  What are the financial implications for the firm of each of these 

strategies? 

 

3. Which strategy would you recommend that Vilsmeier pursue? 

 

 

 

4/7/17 

Improving Melanoma Screening: MELA Sciences – 315042 (Rev: December 2015) 

Guest: Joseph Gulfo  

Wall Streeet Journal - A Trumpian Cure for the FDA’s Chronic Lethargy 

 

Assignment: 

 

1. Evaluate MelaFind with the checklist for evaluating new medical technologies below. 

(See Regina E. Herzlinger, “Evaluating the Commercial Viability of New Health Care 

Technologies,” HBS Case No. 9-313-070, Rev. 2014 (Boston: Harvard Business School 

Publishing), 2014.) 

 

 

Check list of Issues in Health Care Technology Evaluation Criteria 

 

Issues 

 

1.  Understanding the Black Box 

2.  Depth of Research 

3.  Downside Risks 

4.  Financial Considerations: 

 Market acceptability to medical personnel 

 Are technologies financially beneficial to adopters? 

 Creation of “turf warfare” among different physician 

specialties?  

 Requirement for new types of medical personnel?  

 Do technologies fit existing coverage, coding, and payment 

regulations? 
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Issues 

 Do technologies create a product and/or customer pipeline? 

 Market size and ease of penetrating 

5.  Regulatory Issues: 

 Seriousness of Problem 

 Potential Competition from Other Technologies 

 Likelihood of a Patent 

 Production Considerations 

 

 

2.   Evaluate MELA’s PMA regulatory path and subsequent FDA relationships. 

 

3.   Recommend changes in the business model if you think they are required.  

 

 

4/12/17 

Medtronic: Patient Management Initiative (A) – 302005 (Rev. December 2016) 

Evaluating the Commercial Viability of New Health Care Technologies – 313070  

(Rev. August 2015)  

 

Medtronic: Patient Management Initiative (B) – 309064 

Supplement 1 to “Medtronic: Patient Management Initiative (A)” and “Medtronic: Patient 

Management Initiative (B)” – 309077 

Supplement 2 to “Medtronic: Patient Management Initiative (A)” and “Medtronic: Patient 

Management Initiative (B)” – 310087 

Supplement 3 to “Medtronic: Patient Management Initiative (A)” and “Medtronic: Patient 

Management Initiative (B)” – N1-313038 

Supplement 4 to “Medtronic: Patient Management Initiative (A)” and “Medtronic: Patient 

Management Initiative (B)” – N1-313039 

Supplement 5 to “Medtronic: Patient Management Initiative (A)” and “Medtronic: Patient 

Management Initiative (B)” – N1-313040 

Supplement 6 to “Medtronic: Patient Management Initiative (A)” and “Medtronic: Patient 

Management Initiative (B)”— TBD 

 

Assignment: 

 

1. What kind of innovation is the Chronicle? InSync? CareLink - Technology, consumer 

facing, or integrator? 

 

2. How does InSync’s, Chronicle’s and Medtronic's new patient management strategy (remote 

monitoring) align with the Six Factors of structure, financing, consumers, technology, 

public policy and accountability? 

 

3. Evaluate Medtronic’s business model for its patient management strategy and recommend 

needed changes, if any. 

 

4. Which of the firms below does the most good?  Does the best as a business?  Does the best 

at both? 
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 Change/ 

Emdeon 
Brainlab McKesson MELA  Medtronic AxSys 

Do good?    
    

Do well?    
    

Do 

good/do 

well?  

 

 
    

 

 

V. Capstone Cases 
 

 

4/13/17 

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida – 315009 (August 2014) 

Health Insurance Stores and Health Hubs – Innovations That Get Close to the Customer, 

JAMA, June 2016 

Guest: Patrick Geraghty  

 

Assignment: 

 

1.    Conduct a Six Factors analysis of Florida Blue pre and post its reorganization. Identify   

misalignments, if any, and their impact on the firm.  

2.  Analyze the business model of GuideWell and recommend modifications required if any. 

 

4/14/17 

Philips-Visicu –313015 (Rev. May 2015) 

2012 eICU Program Sales Video 

Guest:  Dr. Brian Rosenfeld 

 

Assignment:  

 

1. What kind of innovation is the “hospital-to-home” program—technology, integrator, or 

consumer-facing? 

 

2. Evaluate its alignment with the Six Factors.  

 

3. Evaluate the following aspects of the business model and recommend actions: 

a) Price - risk sharing or not? 

b) Type of ACOs targeted: 

– Vertically integrated with an insurance arm? 

– Academic or not? 

– Competitive market or not? 

– Other characteristics 

c) Should Phillips offer services or only technology? 
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d) Other necessary aspects of the business model? 

 

 

4/20/17  

FitBit – 317007 (2017) 

 

Assignment:  

1. Evaluate the alignment of each of the potential Fitbit market strategies below with the 

Six Factors of Structure, Financing, Consumers, Technology, Public Policy, and 

Accountability, and recommend which, if any, Park should follow:4  

 Wellness targeting of consumers, employers, insurers, and wellness companies  

 Helping patients manage chronic diseases  

2.  If you recommended that Fitbit‘s strategy should include helping patients to manage 

their chronic diseases, please specify the chronic diseases it should focus on and the 

critical elements of this business model. 

 

 

 

4/21/17         Review and Evaluation  

 

 

 

4/28/17 

 

Business plans due by 12 pm by personal delivery or email to Frank 

Malafronte on April 28 

 
Business Plan Requirements 

 

The final submission will be a business plan for a health care innovation which addresses the following 

topics: 

 The Opportunity: what is the opportunity, why type of innovation is it, what is the target market? 

 The Business Model:  Is this a product or service, how will it be sold or distributed, what is the 

value to the customer, price and COGS, required investment, and likely cash flow (return to 

investors)? 

 Six Factors Alignment: where there is no alignment, please address remedies, if any. 

 Market Data: Market size, competitors, strategic positioning? 

 The Team:  Who is leading this effort (or who should be) and their relevant experience? 

 Finally, after your investigation, would you invest in this opportunity (either financially or with 

you time), or would you pass? 

 

In presenting this plan, it is more important to show the depth of your research than to provide a 

cursory overview of the plan.  For example, if there are several potential indications or markets, 

                                                           

4 For more on the Six Factors and the elements of a business model, see Regina E. Herzlinger, “Innovating in Health Care - 
Framework,” HBS No.314-017 (Boston: Harvard Business School Publishing, Rev. 2015). 
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be sure to address at least the most promising indication or market in depth and offer the potential 

for additional indications or markets.  At this preliminary stage, it may be difficult to have robust 

financial projections for your business plan.  However, please include at least a preliminary 

estimate of investment requirements and uses of funds, and preliminary projected 5 year cash 

flows for the firm.  

 

A PowerPoint presentation is preferred (up to 20 slides including tables) but you may use any 

presentation format. If you write a report, it should be no longer than 1,500 words with a maximum of 

four exhibits of one page each. All data must be fully cited. All files should be labeled with only the 

business plan name and date. 

 

Business plans due by 12 pm via an email on April 28.  Late submissions will not be considered. 

 

 


